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1
1.1

Project Narrative
Vision
In 2019, Savannah’s Housing and Neighborhood Services director calculated that every
abandoned, blighted property in this historic city bleeds approximately $1,300 of public funds
annually. Despite its reputation for beautifully restored historic homes, there are approximately
4,286 vacant dwellings, likely blighted and abandoned in the Savannah metropolitan area
according to U.S. Census data, costing taxpayers millions of dollars annually. These funds are
largely unrecoverable costs incurred for addressing overgrown grass, litter, illegal dumping,
securing open structures and demolishing properties. It also includes lost property tax revenue.
Many such properties have unresolvable cloudy titles, which prevent those with ownership
interests from being able to make improvements. This negatively impacts the availability of
affordable housing, quality of life and crime.
The City of Savannah’s Housing and Neighborhood Services Department (HNSD), the
local Land Bank Authority (LBA), Community Housing Services Agency, Inc. (CHSA), have
worked collectively to address these properties with finite resources for decades. By November
2019, voters who were fed-up by this situation went to the poles and approved the use of $10
million special-purpose local-option sales tax (SPLOST 6 referendum) to bring about the
acquisition and redevelopment of at least 1,000 abandoned, blighted residential properties over
the next 10 years to effect meaningful change in neighborhoods long neglected or exploited by
profit-driven investors.
The City is now exploring applications for emerging “Smart” technology to leverage
existing data to guide decisions on the best strategy to acquire blighted properties for
redevelopment.
Currently, the City addresses blight through three simplified strategies: non-acquisition
based, to improve and assist in the retention of affordable housing; acquisition-based to obtain
abandoned properties and return them to productive societal use; and post-acquisition, focused
primarily on housing affordability and stable tenure.
Our efforts to be transparent about this process includes publicly-available presentations
to City Council, public demonstrations, interviews, and media events in partnership with local
news outlets and the City’s Savannah Government Television (SGTV) station, website, and
social media accounts. Informing and educating the public at large is important in denouncing
any negative connotation association with acquiring blighted properties.
We want to leverage higher-order data analyses to be more precise about these important
decisions that affect neighbors, neighborhoods, and all Savannah citizens. Our end goals are to
learn about how these decisions are made, whether they can be streamlined into a “decision tree”
type process, with rules, and what the if-then implications are of our decisions.
This effort fits into the Savannah Forward vision, the current strategic plan adopted by
City Council in 2017. The strategic plan focus areas include Public Safety, Neighborhood
Revitalization, Economic Strength and Poverty Reduction, and Good Government. These
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directly impact the quality of everyday life in Savannah neighborhoods and the community at
large.
Some acquisition-based strategies, such as eminent domain, carry a negative public
perception that the outreach and community engagement strategy must address. Heirs to
properties acquired during the City’s pilot phase with eminent domain supported the process
with testimony before City Council and in court hearings.
The next steps are to improve our data-driven planning with advanced data analytics and
machine learning. Our team culture supports innovation by exploring the use, deployment,
and/or integration of smart community technologies. The adoption of new technology by the
Housing and Neighborhood Services Department includes rehabilitation estimating software
(2004), Energy efficient and sustainable building technology standards adopted (2009),
Geographic Information Systems (2014), Lead user/development partner for enterprise IT system
for HUD-funded housing programs (2015). Deployed data hub to aggregate civic databases to
classify parcels for blight reduction program (2017).
Many new technologies in use are built on relational databases that also accumulate data
that can be analyzed beyond simply quantifying basic performance metrics. We hope academic
research with this data will help to unlock insights related to the relationship between public
policy, the built environment, and the social life of cities, thereby informing strategies for a more
equitable and inclusive communities.
Now is the time to plan and test promising Smart data strategies to validate they are
appropriate and intentionally applied to minimize potential adverse impacts on our most
vulnerable communities. Further, we believe the Smart Community program will help us learn to
apply new technologies as a transparent decision-tool for community blight reduction.
1.2
Framework
APA Framework: This project will be conducted under the American Planning Association
(APA) four-phase actionable framework to leverage big data through analytics: 1) management
of data sources; 2) information through analytics; 3) interpretation of the information gathered;
and 4) policy design and implementation. Each step of the plan will be rooted in this framework.
To address the goals in the vision, we will use a framework of data-driven analysis, process
transparency, communication of the process with the public, and use a cause-effect model to
reach strategies for intervention.
Framework for addressing blight: Some of the City of Savannah’s current framework for
addressing vacant, blighted, and abandoned property comes from the Center for Community
Progress, a leading NGO in assisting communities nationwide to reduce vacant and blighted
properties. Co-founder Allan Mallach’s publication on using administrative data for blight
reduction has guided our data strategy. Georgia-based Co-founder Frank Alexander provides
technical assistance to Georgia cities in blight reduction strategies and Land Banking. We expect
to consult with Mr. Alexander for technical assistance to implement Savannah’s Nuisance
Abatement ordinance during this project.
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Data: The City of Savannah’s current data analysis procedures employed for blight-targeting
reinvestment and reduction programs include the analysis of key input factors and attributes,
such as measures of disorder. The strategies that we use to employ interventions for blighted
properties are described in table 1. This project will use data collected from various departments
(in table 2) to help us understand how these interventions are assigned to each parcel, based on
the parcel characteristics of the data.
Table 1: City Interventions to Turn Over Properties
Strategy

Type of
Intervention

Key Input Factors | Attributes

Examples | Results

Nonacquisition
based

Informationbased

N/A

HNSD conducts outreach,
credit assistance, housing
operation and maintenance
support, etc.

Down Payment
Assistance
(DPA)

Applicant(s) income; credit and
financial abilities

HNSD provides DPA up to
$60,000 to income-qualified
applicant(s) to acquire a
home

Volunteer/Minor
Home Repair
Program

Applicant(s) income; submitted
application; necessity and
immediacy of repairs requested;
funding ability of HNSD and/or
CHSA

HNSD provides deferred
loans and grants to assist
homeowners address
immediate repairs to prevent
dwelling from becoming
uninhabitable and/or
incurring code violations

Code Compliance
and Enforcement

Condition of parcel and/or structure Code Compliance cites
properties that are noncompliant, such as
overgrown lawn, illegal
dumping, improperly
boarded, etc.

Arms-length
transactions

Vacant/abandoned; tax delinquency
amount (County, City, and Special
Assessments) less than value of
property, if applicable; clear title
(ascertained through title
search/report or initially indicated
through singular and/or joint
ownership record of County Tax

Acquisition
n-based
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Property acquisition, with
marketable title, through
regular real estate
negotiation; fastest, easiest
strategy to obtain property if
reasonably priced.

Assessor); and lien amounts or
restrictive covenants do not
interfere with mission of LBA or
HNSD (ascertained through title
search/report).

Postacquisition
based

Judicial and NonJudicial Tax
Foreclosures

Tax delinquency for a period of at
least 12 months (County, City)

Judicial entails requesting
governmental agency to
proceed through clearing
title before tax sale; results
in quicker ability to return
property to productive
societal use
Non-Judicial requires party
to purchase tax-delinquent
property at tax sale, hold
property for 12-month
redemption period, then
proceed through obtaining
marketable title.

Eminent Domain

Vacancy; placarded; code violation
counts; crime data; lack of utilities;
tax delinquency

Clearing cloudy title; must
meet the blight definition:
conducive to ill health or
crime and meet at least 2 of
5 statutory elements

Nuisance
Abatement
Ordinance

Vacancy; placarded; lack of
utilities; drug crimes; lack of
utilities; code violations;

Property owner(s) given
notice to address violations,
Court compels owner(s) to
abate and, if not, City
abates, and files incurred
expenses as special
assessment. Tax foreclosure
can occur immediately
thereafter and can be
purchased at tax sale with a
60 day redemption
thereafter in purchaser
obtaining marketable title.

Rehabilitation

N/A

Individual(s), and for profit
and non-profit organizations
can apply to LBA
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Table 2. Example of the Data Inventory Related to Neighborhood Conditions
Data Set
Housing Program
Activities
Part 1 Crime
Part 2 Crime
Delinquent Taxes
Unpaid Special
Assessments
Code Violations

Frequency
Quarterly

History (years)
15

Source
City HNSD

Record Count
4,674

Quarterly
Quarterly
Monthly
Monthly

10
10
7
7

City PD
City PD
City Revenue Dept.
City Revenue Dept.

97,274
117,935
16,088
6059

Monthly

10

~76,385

Building Permits

Monthly

10

Assessor Data

Annually

10

City Code
Compliance Dept.
Development
Services
Chatham County
Tax Assessor

124,446+
62,335

Data aggregated for this project to date has been manually exported from City of Savannah administrative databases.
Automating this data exchange has been difficult to implement due to security concerns. The City’s IT Department now has new
leadership and automating data transfer is an early milestone.

The community’s technical approach to decision-making (pre-2017)
The initial assessment procedure pre-2017 was
a fully-manual process. First, parcel-level data
was manually collected from each department’s
enterprise database (Police, Code Compliance,
City and County tax collections) in spreadsheet
form. Second, data was geolocated by address
and parcel ID number and normalized by
housing unit or per parcel (as labeled in the
scores below) for comparative analysis relative
to all other neighborhoods. Third,
neighborhoods were ranked by a relative scale Figure 1: Pre-2017 spreadsheet system for ranking
neighborhoods.
of disorder (Figure 1).
In the selected neighborhood, we identify
blocks and parcels and prioritize opportunities to improve property conditions through a variety
of programs and services (Figure 3). The most problematic properties, based on measures of
crime and blight, were in a 9-block area of rental properties. Program partner CHSA provides
rental property owners with funding incentives to implement rental rehabilitation measures such
as paint, roof and window replacement, HVAC, and off-street parking.
The process of acquiring, cleaning, mapping, and analyzing data across the entire city during this
process was labor intensive and time consuming, and data was limited to a snapshot of
conditions. Thus, decisions were made without the perspective of time series trend analysis and
impeded the ability to track the impact of program activities over time.
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The community’s technical approach to decision-making (2018 - Current)
In 2018, HNSD launched a pilot project to use a
data hub to support data-driven housing and
neighborhood planning. The interface enables
self-service data exploration and analysis of
55,000 parcels, by filtering object attributes.
This allowed HNSD to score blight in six
dimensions: part I and part II crime, housing
code and property code violations, delinquent
property taxes and special assessments.
The cloud-based data hub application serves as
a central repository for administrative data to
Figure 2: Post-2018 visualization system for ranking
neighborhoods.
enable an efficient means of accessing and
combining data for easy access, mapping, and
report generation. The primary goal for this application was to develop a reliable system for
assessing conditions of blight, crime, disinvestment, and gentrification by aggregating small area
(e.g., block/house level) data to inform policy decisions and program interventions. Data hub
components include a dashboard of spatial indicators (from Boston-based tech company
Tolemi’s ‘BuildingBlocks’ software) (Figure 2). This new technology is a cost-effective tool for
data assimilation and acquisition without costly GIS software. On the other hand, it does not
provide an advancement in analytics. The next goal is to implement ‘smarter’ data analysis
methods at each of the stages described above, from problem identification, through program
delivery, and for long-term assessment of neighborhood vitality, per the APA planning
framework.
The primary questions this project proposes are:
(1) What input factors go into deciding what we will do with a parcel that is vacant, blighted,
and apparently abandoned, as evidenced usually through uninhabitable structures (e.g., fire
damage/lack of utilities) and tax delinquency)? 1a. Are these factors the same over a fifteen-year
time span? 1b. Are they the same across neighborhoods?
(2) Controlling for other factors, how do these interventions impact the surrounding
neighborhood and residents (crime, usage of parcels, neighborhood reaction, tax value)? Does
the same decision in one neighborhood have a different impact than it would in another
neighborhood?
(3) What strategies reduce “algorithmic bias” (defined here as applying different rules to
vulnerable populations as to privileged populations) in code enforcement?
1.3
Plan
We will use the data hub as an analytics platform to facilitate research on programmatic
outcomes of the parcel, in terms of the interventions strategy that we decided on. Then we will
gather data on the intervention strategy that was implemented, and the final outcome of that
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strategy in terms of 1) what it did to the neighborhood 2) what it did to the neighbors and 3)
whether the city lost money.
Together with Georgia Smart Communities researchers, the Savannah Community Team will be
analyzing 55,000 parcels in 105 distinct neighborhoods. Each parcel has rich spatio-temporal
features including information on crime, infrastructure, tax history, collected from 2004 through
2019.
These variables will be statistical data mining models (see research plan). This research will also
be used to suggest other parcel and neighborhood level input factors for analysis.
We will use and evaluate data-driven decision-making strategies to implement the 1K-in-10
initiative and associated benchmarks of equitable community development. We will develop,
evaluate, and deploy one or more advanced classification and machine-learning algorithm(s) to:
(a) significantly improve classification of parcels and city blocks with more nuanced or accurate
measures of economic disinvestment and social opportunity, and (b) add predictive analytics to
identify the probability that specific interventions available should be considered and prioritized.
These results will be shared with the Savannah team members and community iteratively, to get
feedback on the interpretation of the results. This will be done through online and in person
meetings and presentations coordinated by CGIC. The results will also factor into the city’s plan
for eliminating blighted parcels, and a strategy will be determined on how to change policy for
intervening to improve neighborhoods by managing blight and implementing this plan.
How the plan implements the framework described in the “framework” section
The plan follows the APA’s four-step framework listed above. First, this plan uses empirical data
to help guide our decision-making (“information through analytics”); it uses GIS mapping to
discover what kinds of neighborhoods are experiencing what kinds of decisions, and evaluates
marginalized neighborhoods of concentrate race and poverty are seeing intervention
outcomes that were decided upon differently than other neighborhoods. It improves upon
“management of data sources” by adding potential new data sources and using the City of
Savannah’s existing data in a new way. Through frequent feedback with the Savannah team,
“interpretation of information gathered” will be achieved by ground truthing model results with
Savannah planning experts and “policy design and implementation” will be achieved through
subsequent shifts in timeline and execution strategies, given the outputs of the research.
How the plan will impact the community This plan will impact the community by helping to
repurpose vacant buildings and parcels to catalyze restoration of the neighborhood urban and
social fabric and inform better decisions on parcels that are in question.
As a result, neighborhoods will benefit from less blight and more safe, decent, and affordable
housing, thereby building community wealth, health, and social capital. In addition, there will be
a clearer understanding of how city planners and community development organizations make
decisions related to eminent domain and demolition of vacant, blighted housing. We will share
this process more transparently to the community at large in community meetings and publicfacing visualization of neighborhood revitalization activities. We will also explain the process
and outcome the Coastal Georgia Indicators Coalition outreach program to solicit community
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input, increase the trust in local government, and gain insights that may not otherwise be
available in quantitative administrative data.
How this plan advances the community towards addressing its overall vision
This plan will help the community be more transparent and make better decisions about how
neighborhoods are improved and mitigated (through identifying relevant measures related to
desired outcomes). The overall community vision is one of increased equity and improvement of
neighborhoods that experience blight, as our youth, elderly, and working populations all need
safe, affordable, aesthetically-sound neighborhoods to live in. Managing properties that pose a
threat to the community due to their delinquent state is the job of the city government, and it
owes it to the community to perform this task diligently, expediently, and with a system that is
based on sound, equitable logic.
1.4
Research
Description of Research Activities
We are enthusiastic about the opportunity to collaborate on this project with two Smart
Communities researchers, Dr. Clio Andris, Principal Investigator (PI) and Dr. Omar Asensio, as
Co-PI. Both are assistant professors at Georgia Tech. The research partnership will be used to
conduct data analysis (Andris, Asensio and GRAs) using data furnished by the City of Savannah.
This research will also help identify new data that can be collected, including data on housing
performance and energy usage (Asensio) and social capital data (Andris), to help bolster the
city’s databases and capabilities. This proposal also leverages existing capabilities including
open source code and algorithms developed by co-PI Asensio as part of the GA Smart Cities
program in Albany, GA for housing performance and analysis of blighted property interventions.
Research objectives: 1) Find and rank key features associated with outcomes of economic
growth or decline at the parcel level. 2) Derive if-then rules from the data to help predict an
appropriate intervention strategy (such as abatement, eminent domain, or code enforcement) for
parcels and learn about success stories. 3) Classify parcels into a manageable hierarchy and
geographic sets to assess current and plan future mitigation strategies. 4) Develop data-driven
quasi-experiments that enable policy analysis of blighted property interventions with historical
data and text.
Methods: For unsupervised and supervised classification we will be experimenting with known
methods such as random forest decision tree, support vector machine, hierarchical clustering and
DBScan. We will also implement spatial autocorrelation and temporal data autocorrelation
analysis. For each of the research objectives sensitivity analyses will be performed and
confidence intervals will be reported for each outcome. Additionally, for data discovery on the
performance on blighted interventions, we will design counterfactual-augmented quasiexperiments and deploy deep learning based algorithms including BERT and XLNet. These
transformer-based models will then be integrated with econometric models for statistical
adjustment to mitigate possible algorithmic biases. This includes human-in-the-loop
experimental curation of the training data for supervised learning. All algorithms and code will
be open source for city implementation.
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These activities will support the current-year plan through producing outcomes that help explain
the factors that went into decisions on how to deal with blighted parcels. It will also statisticallyrepresent the effects of these decisions to show the community the impact of these choices and
allow them to make more informed decisions in the future. Since this work is done at a spatial
level, the research will provide new metrics for each parcel, and are ready for spatial analysis. It
will also create interactive maps that incorporate a simple version of “explainable-AI”-type
results that show the input variables that were most important in the machine learning
classification process, and different steps in the classification hierarchy. These can be used with
government officials to help explain potential for flexibility in mitigation strategies under
different scenario models.
Alignment with Smart Technologies: In addition to the research objectives above, we will be
experimenting with a new technique that engages ‘smart technology’ big data mobility networks
and social networks as tract-level data. The theory behind this idea is that external social ties (in
other cities) and social ties in ones’ own city can help sustain upkeep of infrastructure through
the labor, information and support benefits of social capital. To implement these measures, we
use mobility data obtained from SafeGraph (GPS trace origin-destination data flows, dissolved
into average distance traveled and number of destinations at the tract level). Regarding social
capital, we will be using social media connections (aggregate locations of Facebook ties at the
zip code or tract level) as input variables to potentially help improve our more traditional parceloriented model. We will also be using 311 calls obtained from the city to gather information on
denizens’ concerns about This information may be ground-truthed with a handful of surveys
(~25) of success stories, in order to increase our confidence that the proposed network metrics
resemble real-life social capital and mobility situations. This is pertinent to the community’s
vision of collecting and using new datasets to benchmark measures of neighborhood vitality.
Execution Plan
2.1
Cost Plan
The proposed project budget for the community grant is $65,000 based on $15,000 City of
Savannah cash matching funds, as allocated in the City of Savannah 2020 budget item for Data
Hub software, as documented in the appendix of this proposal. The balance of community grant
expenditures will fund Community Outreach activities and reporting, an undergraduate intern to
coordinate collection and transfer of data exported from databases not connected to the data hub,
consulting fees for automating data export from City databases to the data hub, consultation to
implement a Nuisance Abatement acquisition strategy, developing the survey application for
smart phone using ArcGIS, and a report writer to complete mid-term and final reports.
Community Project Budget – Savannah, GA
Responsible
Entity
Tolemi

Activity
Re-deploy BuildingBlocks Software for project
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Monthly or Unit
Total
$1,250 x 12 months

Line
Total
$15,000

Tolemi
CGIC
CGIC
CGIC
CCP
COS IT
GTR/COS
HNSD
HNSD
HNSD

COS

BuildingBlocks Customization
Coastal Georgia Indicators Coalition Outreach
Community Outreach Expenses
Data Wrangler – SSU Data Analytics Undergrad
Center for Community Progress / Frank Alexander
IT consultant implements data connectors
Research and Community Team Travel 3pp, 5x

$500 x 2
$1,250 x 12 months
$500 x 9 months
$480 x 9
$2,500 x 1 month
$2,500 x 2 months
$300 / 1 night X 15
days
ArcGIS Survey 123 development for CGIC
$1250 x 2
Report Writer for Project Lead Team
$1500 x 2
Other data acquisition expense (MLS, CoreLogic)
$250 x 12
Sub-total
Contingency for Travel, Consultants and Printing
Grant Award and Cash Match Total
Housing and Neighborhood Services Staff In-Kind
$2580 x 12 months

$1,000
$15,000
$4,500
$4,320
$2,500
$5,000
$4,500
$2,500
$3,000
$4,200
$61,520
$3,480
$65,000
$30,960

Project Total $95,960

PI Andris ($50,000 budget)
Activity (College of Design (CoD))
Research: Two Masters Students (CoD)
Research: Two Masters Students (CoD)
Research: One PhD Student (CoD)
Research: One Masters Student (TBD)

Cost per month (# months)
$6,132.00 (4 months (fall))
$2628.50 (4 months (spring))
$1993.25 (4 months (spring))
$2,275.00 (3 months (summer))
Total

Co-PI Asensio (co-funding from NSF funds)
Activity (School of Public
Cost per month
Policy (SPP))
Research: One Ph.D. level II
$5,392.92 (12 months)
student (SPP) and 2
undergraduate research
assistants
Total

Total
$24,528.00
$10,514.00
$7,973.00
$6,872.00
$49,887.00

Total
$64,715.00

$64,715.00 (Asensio)

2.2
Personnel Plan
The Smart Community team will be managed by Project Lead Brian Brainerd.
Tara Hicks, Martin Fretty, Lizann Roberts, City IT Director and Tolemi account manager report
to the Project Lead.
The IT Project Consultant will be selected by the IT Director. Both the IT consultant and a
Tolemi data engineer will report to City IT Director or his designee.
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The Center for Community Progress consultant Frank Alexander reports to Martin Fretty.
will report to Lizann through meetings, work sessions and email (pending on COVID-19
regulations).
GRAs will report to Clio and work with Clio on the Georgia Tech campus (likely in CSPAV).
Clio and Brian will exchange data and results, with GRAs and Tara included in these exchange
trails. Clio and team will visit Savannah twice per semester for meetings. Clio will visit
periodically over the summer as well.
Name
Brian
Brainerd
Tara Hicks
Martin
Fretty
Lizann
Roberts
Clio Andris
Omar I.
Asensio
GRAs (to
be named)

Role, time commitment
Senior Planner, City of Savannah HNSD,
Project Lead, 12 months, 10 Hrs/Week
Real Estate Specialist, Project Manager,
12 months, 8 Hrs/Week
Project Sponsor, Director, City of
Savannah Housing & Neighborhood
Services, 2 Hrs/Week
Executive Director, Coastal Georgia
Indicators Coalition, 4 Hrs/Week
GaTech Researcher, PI, Graduate research
manager, 1 month (in kind)
GaTech Researcher, co-PI, no budgetary
time is requested here
Data analysis, research design,
presentations, writing, 2 x 8 months, 1 x 4
months, 1 x 3 months

Relevant Experience
Urban studies, Management of technology,
GIS analyst, LEED AP
Legal research and application, real estate
transactions, data application
SME in community housing development,
Savannah blight conditions, architecture
Experienced NGO leader in Savannah with
community health indicators
Geographic information science, data
analysis, research
Policy analysis, deep learning, statistical
methods, causal inference, human behavior
Geographic information science, data
science, data analysis, research

2.3
Schedule
LATE SUMMER 2020
Project Prep
•
Identify GRA for Analytic Modeling
•
Team introductions
•
Tour of Savannah Neighborhoods
•
Review of property conditions, 1KX10 program, data, scoring system
•
Finalize work scope, Fall project work plan, draft of Spring plan
FALL 2020
A. Improve existing systems for Internal Use
ETL Validation for BuildingBlocks, data prep and reload, fill missing data
•
Mining Assessor Database for additional data, specifically building attributes, number of
units, construction, beds/baths, chain of title
•
Text analysis for heir’s property, cloudy title
•
Fully identify all housing units by address point
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•
Correlation analysis of variables
Develop Classification Models for Intervention
1.
Block analysis classification and trajectory analysis
o
Middle neighborhood block (minor interventions)
o
Redevelopment (major interventions)
2.
Parcel Classification
o
Intervention Types: Eminent Domain, Nuisance Abatement, Tax Foreclosure, Market
Rate Acquisition
B. Launch research component on Geographic Social Capital
C. Community Engagement on Indicators for Equitable Development Score
D. Progress Report and Project Revision
SPRING 2021
A. Testing and Validation of Parcel Model and Block Models
B. Prepare and launch Geographic Social Capital Research
C. New Model Development
1.
Equitable Development Score by Neighborhood
•
Variable identification and correlation analysis
•
Index Selection with Community Input
•
Scoring Method includes Social Capital Measures
•
Classification Model Development includes interventions and anticipated benefits
•
Visualizations – Score in BuildingBlocks, Relative Neighborhood Trajectories over Time
2.
311 Data Analytics for ‘Real Time’ Measures of Disorder and Community Engagement
SUMMER 2021
A. Presentation of Parcel Model and Block Models
B. Continue and finish Geographic Social Capital Research
C. Write up reports of results and work on larger grant proposal
2.4
Collaboration
• The community team has a long-established working relationship with each other in the field
of affordable housing development, HUD funding, development finance, Land Banking,
property law, new product development and emerging technology.
• The currently are planning to implement a county-wide voter-approved SPLOST-funded plan
to invest $10 million for acquisition of blighted, abandoned properties and generate 1,000
affordable homes. HSND bring HUD program grants and project gap financing, CHSA, Inc.
is the financial partner and LBA acquires land with clear title for re-development.
• HSND, LBA and CHSA, Inc. currently manage housing program activities using Neighborly
enterprise IT system. All three entities are adopting BuildingBlocks to share data.
• Coastal Georgia Indicators Coalition will lead community engagement, an explicit goal of
both City’s Strategic Plan and the Georgia Smart Communities goal for inclusive innovation.
• Participation by the Mayor’s newly appointed “Housing Savannah” Task Force and an
ongoing county-wide housing initiative with Chatham County Housing Coalition.
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Appendix A Letter(s) of Support
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Appendix B: Availability, Source, And Value of Local Match Funds
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Matching funds from from 221.3203.51295 - Tolemi contract

The City will invest in a data scientist to write the computer code necessary to apply statistical algorithms to our data—making Tolemi Building
Blocks and other planning tools at our disposal more useful in the development and implementation of housing, neighborhood and community
planning initiatives, including but not limited to 1K-in-10 , Housing Savannah, and the Housing Savannah Task Force appointed to develop the
comprehensive housing plan.
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Appendix C: Letter(s) of Understanding from Non-Government Entities
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June 11, 2020

Georgia Smart Communities Challenge
75 5th St NW, 6th Floor, Suite 600
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
RE: Letter of Understanding for Civic Data Science for Equitable Development
To Whom It Concerns:
Community Housing Services Agency, Inc. (CHSA, Inc.) has been a closely allied non-profit
financial partner of the City of Savannah since 1989. Our mission is to improve the quality and
quantity of safe, decent housing affordable to low- and moderate-income households in the City
of Savannah. We accomplish our mission through the provision of financial capital to
developers and owners of rental housing in Savannah.
Our work with the City’s Housing and Neighborhood Services Department has included several
successful initiatives to plan, evaluate, and adopt new information technology, including
software for estimating residential rehabilitation work and, most recently, a collaboration in the
development of an enterprise technology platform that increased our impact in the community.
We are currently implementing a new strategic plan that includes possible expansion into
Chatham County and new financial products not otherwise available to underserved households
and neighborhoods. We look forward to the proposed collaboration with Georgia Tech
researchers in evaluating how we may apply this technology solution to co-create Savannah’s
future as a Georgia Smart Community with community partners and local government.
Sincerely,
Anita Smith-Dixon
Director

P. O BOX 1027, SAVANNAH, GA 31402
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